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This paper proposes a programmable inhibitory interconnection network between pixels in an array
of novel low-voltage Schmitt-trigger-based PFM sensors that will be of interest for future applications
in memristor-based early vision processing. In addition, a new low-power inverter-based pulse-
frequency modulation (PFM) design and its integration with the network is also presented. To ensure
no change in the memristors conductance in the network, the CMOS imager was designed for
low voltage operation. That has resulted in a significant power reduction, better than 60%, and a
comparable linear dynamic range when compared to published designs in the literature. The design
was performed using a 0.13 um Samsung Electronics standard CMOS process, using 0�75 V supply
voltage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The light intensity can be represented either as pulse-
frequency (pulse-frequency modulation (PFM)), pulse-
width (pulse-width modulation (PWM)), pulse-amplitude
(pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM)), or phase (pulse-
phase modulation (PPM)) of a signal. The targeted appli-
cation for the proposed sensor is an early vision processing
system using a CMOS image sensor that uses a memristor-
based crossbar array combined with either a PWM or PFM
sensors. According to Figures 2 and 7 in Ref. [16], PWM
and PFM sensors can be used for building a vision chip in
combination with a resistive network. With the emergence
of new nanostructure and nano-devices and the possibil-
ity of integrating some of these devices with main stream
CMOS technologies, new approaches for circuits and sys-
tems are possible.
One of these emerging devices is the memristor, which

was postulated by Leon Chua in 1971 as the fourth fun-
damental circuit element, that links magnetic flux to elec-
tric charge.5 This device was later demonstrated by HP
at nanometer scale level in 2008.19 The new device has a
non-volatile internal state that can be programmed elec-
trically by controlling the voltage across the device and
current passing through it overtime resulting in a linear
conductance at some parts of its characteristics.9

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

In bio-inspired imager design, shunting inhibition mod-
els of biological vision systems are used to provide local
and global adaption mechanisms to improve the quality of
captured images to perform some early vision processing
such as image enhancement and edge detection.4 In some
CMOS-based implementations, a resistive network is used
to implement the needed convolution kernels.13 However,
using resistors is both area hungry and suffers from pro-
cess variation. Another alternative is to use transistors
operating in the linear region of operation with their con-
ductance tuned external by controlling the gate-source
voltage of these devices.6

However, this approach has a number of limitations:
(i) the transistors size used is large and its size is dic-
tated by the used fabrication process, (ii) a bias voltage
will always be needed to maintain the device operation
at a specific conductance, and more importantly (iii) the
transistor conductance is not constant as it is a function
of the drain-to-source voltage. The later presents an sig-
nificant issue as interaction between adjacent pixels needs
to be constant.15 Another approach is to use current mode
circuit to build these shunt inhibition kernels.4 However,
area requirements are still an issue in addition to associ-
ated process variation and needed control signals. In light
of these limitations, memristor, as a fundamental element,
presents itself as an ideal candidate in terms of small area,
linear conductance and programmability.18�7
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Also, using the memristor will continue to allow higher
degrees of parallel processing capability which is well
matched with the early vision information processing in
mammalian retina.7�23�20 It is suggested that memristive
devices can be used to implement the outer plexiform layer
(OPL) and the horizontal and bipolar cells in the inner
plexiform layer (IPL).7 The photoreceptor layer can either
provide a pulse amplitude (PAM), width (PWM), or fre-
quency (PFM) to be compatible with the memristive grid.
From a system level design approach, there is a need to
design and tested each individual module to ensure an
appropriate functionality. For instance, here we proposed
a novel PFM circuit which operates at low-voltages close
to VDD/2 that allows the circuit to works below the mem-
ristor’s threshold voltage and, as a result, the memristor’s
conductance is maintained during the mutual inhibitory
process.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses

the PFM sensor concept, followed by a review of previous
works on designing PFM sensors in Section 3. Comparison
between the proposed PFM sensor and available sensors
in the literature is given in Section 4. Section 5 discusses
an application of memristive devices in implementing a
programmable inhibitory interconnections between PFM
pixels.
In this paper, a memristor (memristive device) is a bipo-

lar Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM) that its
underlying physics of switching and/or gradual change
of resistance can be described based on either Valance
Change Memory (VCM) or Electrochemical Metalization
(ECM)systems. Each cell contains one diode and one
ReRAM device (1D1R). These diodes are special designed
diodes (two diodes configurations) that enables a ‘bipolar’
ReRAM device operates with both positive and negative
potential differences.

2. PULSE-FREQUENCY
MODULATION SENSOR

The core part of the PFM sensor is an oscillator. One of
the first oscillators is current-controlled oscillators. Due to
a direct relation between frequency and power in these
oscillators, a large amount of power will be consumed to
produce a high rate frequency and, therefore, they are very
attractive for biomedical applications.16 The conceptual
schematic of the PFM digital pixel, which is also known
as light-control oscillator (LCO), is shown in Figure 1(a).
When the photodiode node (PD) is initially charged to
VDD and then its voltage, Vpd, decreases in proportion to
the incident light intensity. Once Vpd reaches a prede-
fined reference voltage level, Vref , the comparator’s output
switches from a high voltage (logic “1”) to a low voltage
(logic “0”).
The PWM can be achieved by removing the feedback

loop and resetting the photodiode using an external input.

One of the basic differences between the two structures is
that there is no initial reset phase in PFM, while in PWM
the reset signal is controlled externally so the photodiode
can be precharged to VDD. So, the operation of a PWM
structure can be described mathematically as

Td =
�VDD−Vref�Cd

id
(1)

where Td represents the discharge time of the photodiode
capacitor, Cd, node voltage, Vpd, from VDD to Vref . The idm
shows the total current, which is the sum of photo-current,
iph, and dark current, id. Therefore, the pulse width at the
comparator’s output can be modulated by the incident light
intensity.3�10�14 Therefore, the comparator’s output pulls the
feedback node (fb) down, so the photodiode is recharged to
VDD through the reset transistor, Mrst . This scheme shows
a multiple-reset structure which reduces the photo-current
saturation problem and produces a digital pulse frequency
as a result of the iterative resetting scheme. Thus, the oper-
ation of a PFM structure can be define as

f = ipd

�VDD−Vref�Cpd

(2)

where f is the output frequency that acts as input clock
for a n-bit inpixel counter, ipd is the sum of photo and dark
currents, and Cpd is the photodiode parasitic capacitance.
There are several advantages in using a PFM pixel.

Firstly, the digital output is far more robust compared to its
analogue counterpart in terms of the overall noise effects.
Secondly, it is far less sensitive to the supply voltage scal-
ing since the optical energy is directly converted into a
floating-point like digital frequency, so the pixel’s perfor-
mance constraints are no longer dependent on the out-
put voltage dynamic range. This advantage significantly
helps to increases frequency dynamic range and linearity
of the conversion process.22 These advantages motivate us
to design a new PFM pixel that consumes less power and
operates under a relatively low supply voltages to study
the inhibitory interconnections between cells.
In the literature, various approaches for designing a

PFM image sensor are investigated.8�17�22 In this paper, we
propose a new design for an inverter-based PFM (iPFM),
which consumes less power and has a comparable dynamic
range with conventional implementations. To obtain this
efficient PFM, various Schmitt-trigger gates were used
and their effect on the main signal path, power consump-
tion, and the dynamic range were investigated. Simula-
tion results show that, the proposed design, which uses
a non-symmetric Schmitt trigger,1 result in a low-voltage
PFM that can operate from a low supply voltage (0�75 V)
and provides low-power consumption, while retaining a
comparable dynamic range of operation with the con-
ventional Schmitt trigger, inverter-based, or operational
transconductance-amplifier-based designs.
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Fig. 1. Pulse-frequency modulation pixels. (a) A generic implementa-
tion, indicating the feedback and the main path branches. The yellow
box illustrates the feedback inverter chain. If the X signal is shown in
green in (c)–(f) the signal passes three inverters and if it is red the signal
passes only two inverters. Voltage control, VCTRL, is applied to control
the speed of feedback. (b) An inverter-based pixel with all inverters in
the main path (pix-conv1).10 (c) Schmitt-trigger circuit for replacing the
comparator in (a). This is a conventional implementation of a Schmitt-
trigger circuit (pix-conv2). (d) A single inverter implementation of the
main path (pix1). (e) (from Ref. [1]) and (f) (from Ref. [24]) show two
types of low power Schmitt-trigger circuits to be used as a replacement
for the first inverter. The designs are called pix2 and pix3 in simula-
tions and experiments. This is the first try to combine the pix2 circuit in
(e) with a PFM pixel implementation. A 10×10 �m2 layout of the PFM
pixel based on (e) is also shown.

3. PREVIOUS WORK ON PFM SENSORS

Several parameters should be considered when selecting
a comparator these includes, input referred offset voltage,
gain variation, area, switching delay, minimum and maxi-
mum detectable illuminations, low-voltage operation, etc.
An experimental study, in Ref. [22], shows a two-stage
comparator and a symmetric operational transconductance
amplifier (OTA)-based designs. The switching delay of this
comparator is dependent on the voltage difference at the
input, while switching delay in the Schmitt trigger is con-
stant due to the inherent positive feedback in these struc-
tures. However, this results in a lower frame rate.22 An
increase in the integration time is a problematic as this
will result in modifying the memristor’s conductance.
In order to design a new low power PFM, previous

designs could be examined and also some new designs that
are not considered in previous studies. Firstly, a design
that is shown Figure 1(b) and is named “pix-conv1” in
simulations.10 This design uses conventional inverters that
are placed in the main signal path. The first two inverters
in this chain are for discharging the photodiode and the
last one is to reset the photodiode and start a new pulse.
The other inverter that is out of the chain is just a signal

shaping inverter. This design can be modified if the PMOS
reset transistor is replaced with a NMOS transistor. This
replacement helps having lower power consumption due
to removing the short circuit current when NMOS is on at
the cost of using more silicon area. In addition, this change
results in a better FPN in terms of threshold voltage, Vth,
variation of the MOSFET devices.3�22 Note that a signifi-
cant amount of consumed power is dissipated by the first
inverter. Therefore, to reduce this power the first inverter
can be replaced with a hysteresis adjustable conventional
Schmitt trigger gate as shown in Figure 1(c). In this figure,
only the main path is shown and the photodiode, reset
transistor, and the feedback path are omitted to highlight
the new changes to the circuits. This design is named
“pix-conv2.” Based on our simulations, in order to have a
dynamic range similar to previous published designs, the
supply voltage should be 0�9 V and because of the power
hungry Schmitt trigger this design consumes higher power.
Furthermore, the standard deviation of power consumption
in this design is relatively high, as shown in Figure 1,
implying a highly unpredictable power performance.
One idea that results in lower power consumption is

inserting a CMOS inverter between nodes VPD and X, as
in Figure 1(d) as “pix1.” The other inverter is the output
inverter. This design is also simulated and the results are
reported for the comparison, in Figures 2 and 3. Depending
on the number of inverters in the main signal path, even or
odd number, the output of the main signal path should be
connected to an appropriate number of inverters in the feed-
back. To further reduce the power, the simple inverter was
replaced with a low power Schmitt trigger in Figure 1(e)
which is previously presented in Ref. [1]. In addition,
another Schmitt trigger design for designing a low power
PFM is shown Figure 1(f).24 The longed for this paper
design expectation implies that choosing a CMOS inverter
will be a good approach. The inverter-based PFM (iPFM)

Fig. 2. Power dissipation of the PFM pixels in Figure 1 under a wide
range of light intensities. It is clear that the pix2 (Fig. 1(e)) and pix3
(Fig. 1(f)) are far more improved than the other circuits in terms of
both mean power dissipation and also predictability of power dissipation
under a wide range of light intensities. The pix2 shows the lowest and
the pix-conv2 demonstrates the highest deviation from their mean power
consumption.
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structure present a promising option for low-voltage oper-
ation and low-power applications such as implantable
devices and mobile applications.22�10 A few types of iPFM
pixels have been introduced in Refs. [10, 21] but despite
all of these advantages, all of them suffer from: (i) a
considerable increase in power consumption, and (ii) the
the feedback inverters were placed in the main signal
path. The design named pix2 (Fig. 1(e)) shows a better
power consumption in terms of variation and mean value,
as demonstrated in Figure 1. Figures 1(d) and (e) illus-
trate the application of one single inverter and a low power
Schmitt-trigger circuit in the design of a PFM pixel.

4. COMPARISONS OF THE PFM PIXELS

The proposed cell was simulated using 130 nm mixed-
signal CMOS technology. The supply voltage used for
analysing the design is 0�75 V, while the nominal VDD of
the process is 1�2 V. The feedback inverter chain is also
operating from 0�75 V supply voltage. The control transis-
tor is shared between the three feedback inverters and is
controlled using VCTRL = 0�6×VDD (in Fig. 1(a)), while the
reset supply voltage has been set to about the same value.
Thus, the control signal can be directly connected to the
reset supply voltage. Implemented layout that is shown in
Figure 1(e) demonstrates a fill factor of 65%.
A comparison between these cells is shown in Figure 2.

A post-layout Cadence simulation at 0�75 V shows bet-
ter than 60% reduction in the mean value of total power
consumption for the proposed structure while the dynamic
range and the frequency response linearity are still com-
parable with the conventional design, as illustrated in
Figure 3. Figure 2 shows the proposed circuit consumes
60% less power compare to “pix1,” which has clos-
est power consumption to the proposed structure “pix2.”
We have calculated this improvement using mean values
of power. Low photo currents range are not shown in
Figure 3. The simulations have been carried out using

Fig. 3. Dynamic range of the PFM pixels within the range of 1pA to
10nA photocurrent (plus dark current). Clearly, the ratio of the low and
high frequencies for all the circuits indicate very close results in terms
of dynamic range. Therefore, the pix2 can be considered as a design that
provides comparable dynamic range with lower power consumption.

different light intensities. Low frequencies can be mea-
sured (from the actual fabrication) down to a few Hz but
a linear frequency response corresponding to the log-scale
light intensity (mW · cm−2� starts around 100 Hz. There-
fore, early results show a minimum (detectable intensity)
and maximum (maximum intensity) frequencies of fmin =
100 Hz and fmax = 50 MHz, respectively.
The simulations, however, only carried out in the range

of 1 pA to 10 nA to get detectable frequency response
from all the circuits. Moving towards high light intensi-
ties causes a large nonlinearity at the output pulse-width
which should ideally keep a constant value. This nonlin-
earity then causes a significant degradation in dynamic
range as shown in Figure 3. The figure shows the max-
imum detectable current for both of the designs is to be
around 6�7 nA, which corresponds to 60 MHz for the pix2.
Clearly, the ratio of the low and high frequencies for all
the circuits indicate very close results in terms of dynamic
range. Therefore, the pix2 is a design that provides a com-
parable dynamic range with lower power consumption.
The pix3, Figure 1(f), however, shows a better overall per-
formance in Figures 2 and 3. The main reason that the pix3
is not a good option is because of its layout complexity.
Connecting body contacts of the MOSFET transistors to
any other voltages than the lowest and highest potentials
creates a significant complexity in terms of layout imple-
mentation and increased pixel area to meet the design rules
for wells biased at different voltages.

5. INHIBITORY INTERCONNECTIONS

An inhibitory interconnection can be realised in a PFM
image sensor with a simple addition of a reset transistor
(Fig. 4(b)), in this case the reset in the pixel controlled by
the neighbouring cells and not the pixel’s output.16 This
interconnection can be implemented in a flexible fash-
ion by utilising the capabilities of the nonvolatile, pro-
grammable, and small area memristive device.
In addition to the programmability and non-volatility of

memristors, they are capable of storing multilevel inter-
mediate states. For instance, recently, it has experimen-
tally observed that a memristor is capable of storing up
to tens of different states.12�2 This adaptivity can be uti-
lized to serve different purposes in early vision process-
ing. In this paper we have adapted a memristor model in
Ref. [11]. The model suggests that the highly nonlinear
switching dynamics of the memristor is perhaps due to
thermal effects, which implies a switching speed in the
range of nanoseconds whena larger voltage than the mem-
ristor’s threshold voltage is applied. This threshold voltage
is around 2�0 V, which is much higher than the image sen-
sor’s operational voltage of 0�75 V. Therefore, we neither
expect switching nor any change in the memristor’s state
variable (conductance). Figure 4(a) shows the configuration
of pixels that consist of Figure 1(e) and memristive device
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Fig. 4. Mutual inhibitory interconnection in a memristive device based
PFM network. (a) The interconnection network as seen by the cell C.
The cell C (Center) is connected to E (East), W (West), N (North),
S (South) through a memristive device. The diode acts as a selective
device to reduce parasitic currents in a crossbar network. (b) The tran-
sistors required to connect one cell (C) to four of the surrounding cells
(E, W , N , S). VPD is the photodiode node in Figure 1(e) Two pixels
are connected using two memristive devices and simulations results are
illustrated in (d) and (e). (d) Memristor A and B are ON. RON = 100 k�.
(e) Memristor A is ON and Memristor B is OFF. ROFF = 100 M�.

interconnections. Each pixel contains a network of PMOS
reset transistors that is connected in parallel with its internal
reset transistor between the supply node VDD and the pho-
todiode node Vpd. Connections between either E, W , N , or
S cells and C are between node X in Figure 1(e) and E, W ,
N , or S PMOS’s gates in Figure 4(b). For simulations, two
cells, C1 and C2, are connected together using two mem-
ristive devices, MA and MB, that are initially programmed
as ON with an RON = 100 k�. Cell C2 responds to a range
of incident lights ranging from high to low, correspond-
ing to high frequency and low frequency outputs, respec-
tively. While cell C1 responds to a constant light intensity
equal to the average light intensity for cell C2. Simulation
allows 1 ms time to collect responses. Normally, during
the simulation time, C1’s output should result in a con-
stant pulse-frequency, while C2 output varies from a high
pulse-frequency to a low pulse-frequency compare to the
C1 output. However, because of the given setup and mutual
inhibitory interconnections, both outputs should suppressed
each other. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 4(d),
where both memristors are ON.
It is observed that like conventional inhibitory intercon-

nections, firing rates in the two cells suppress each other.
When C2 firing rate is high, C1 firing rate is suppressed
and consequently when C2 firing rate is low, it is output
rate is suppressed. To show the flexibility of our approach,
we programmed Memristor B on its OFF state, ROFF =
100 M� (Fig. 4(e)). This allows the firing rate of C2 to
suppress firing rate of C1 (through Memristor A), the con-
nection between C2 and C1 can be seen as an open circuit.

Different resistance level programming can therefore result
in different mutual inhibitory scenarios. Design of such
network requires an extensive analysis of time constant
due to the inherent parasitic gate capacitance of PMOS
transistor and memristive device’s resistance, which set the
response time of the transistor in order to suppress firing
rate of adjunct cells. In the current approach the memris-
tor’s state must stay unchanged. Therefore, utilising a low
voltage PFM sensor is important and prevent programming
the memristor during operation.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a programmable inhibitory intercon-
nection network between an array of novel low-voltage
Schmitt-trigger-based PFM sensor. The low power
Schmitt-trigger circuits helped in reducing the supply volt-
age requirements down to 0�75 V and at the same time
retain the output signal characteristics, such as a constant
pulse width, and also dynamic range of the response. The
total power dissipation reduced by around 60% and the
standard deviation of power consumption is also signifi-
cantly improved.
The inhibitory interconnections in the proposed sen-

sor uses of a new nanodevice named memristor, which
promises a new generation of applications that are not pos-
sible using standard bulk CMOS technology. The memris-
tor can be integrated with current CMOS technology. The
characteristics of the memristor-based inhibitory intercon-
nections was verified through simulations using an exper-
imentally verified memristor model.
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